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UNCERTAINTY AND 

CONCEPTUAL 

UNDERSTANDING OF P 

LOSS PROCESSES



Objectives:

1. Academic agreement and disagreement 

2. Principal uncertainties & sources

3. Develop revised conceptual model for 
WFD risk assessment – uncertainty 
explicit?

4. Consequences of uncertainty for UK 
policies for nutrient phosphorus 
management 

5. Identify research priorities 





River Reaches      9370   

(length (km):  5th = 0.5; median = 3.2; 95th = 12)

GQA sampling points      6836 
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CATCHMENT PROCESSES















SPATIAL







What is the best way to include data on expert opinion into our What is the best way to include data on expert opinion into our What is the best way to include data on expert opinion into our What is the best way to include data on expert opinion into our 
modelling systems?modelling systems?modelling systems?modelling systems?

What complexity of models is required for the different tasks What complexity of models is required for the different tasks What complexity of models is required for the different tasks What complexity of models is required for the different tasks 
laid out in the WFD? laid out in the WFD? laid out in the WFD? laid out in the WFD? ---- Specifically, what complexity and Specifically, what complexity and Specifically, what complexity and Specifically, what complexity and 
resolution is required to effectively identify resolution is required to effectively identify resolution is required to effectively identify resolution is required to effectively identify CSAsCSAsCSAsCSAs????

What is the minimum level of spatial information required to What is the minimum level of spatial information required to What is the minimum level of spatial information required to What is the minimum level of spatial information required to 
reduce uncertainty to an acceptable level?reduce uncertainty to an acceptable level?reduce uncertainty to an acceptable level?reduce uncertainty to an acceptable level?

Should we also specify critically sensitive periods? Should we also specify critically sensitive periods? Should we also specify critically sensitive periods? Should we also specify critically sensitive periods? –––– WG2WG2WG2WG2

Are the regulating bodies and politicians of member countries Are the regulating bodies and politicians of member countries Are the regulating bodies and politicians of member countries Are the regulating bodies and politicians of member countries 
able to deal with the truth about the accuracy of our able to deal with the truth about the accuracy of our able to deal with the truth about the accuracy of our able to deal with the truth about the accuracy of our 
predictions?predictions?predictions?predictions?
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